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My son, when he was 12 or 13 years old  
 

   would always run through the doorways of the house,  jump up and smack his hand on the top  
 

      of the doorframe, and while in the air on the way up he would yell … “JORDAN”  

 

   Of course, he was referring to 

      Michael Jordan  screen 1 the great basketball player for the Chicago 

Bulls in the 1990’s  
          known for his great leaping ability and “slam-dunks” … hence the nickname “Air-Jordan”  
 

   So great was Michael Jordan that the   

      NBA Encyclopedia acclaims him to be the greatest basketball player of all time ... although  

         with LaBron James  screen 2 in the picture these days, that’s up for 

debate. 
 

   Anyway, my son, when he emulated being  

      Michael Jordan (even in brief moments when jumping up to smack a doorframe) … he 

         wanted to participate in that greatness, he fantasized being great himself. 
 

   What kid hasn’t fantasized about being 

       a super-athlete, a rock star, a strongman like Arnold Shwarzenegger … kids soon learn 

           there’s power in greatness and they would like to have some of it.  

 

It’s the football season, right … and you see a lot of people 
 

   sporting those football jerseys with team colors and the name of a player who is considered 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        screen 3 

      to be “great” on the team – For the Cardinals, I guess you could say it’s “Fitzgerald” 

 
                                                  I know I’ve seen many-a-jersey bearing that name in Phoenix. 
 

   There is a sense in that, I think, (probably unconscious) of wanting to participate in the  

      greatness we’ve conferred upon that player … it’s only players whom we deem “great”  



         that get shirts with their names on them to be sold in stores & that people want to wear. 
 

                                               GREATNESS 

GREATNESS

 screen 4 
 

Wanting it seems to be a human trait, something in our psychological DNA where we want  
 

   to be looked upon, 

   to be seen as, and  

   known in some way as “great” … of course, most of us would demonstrate  some modesty  
 

      if that were actually the case, we don’t like people who brag about their “greatness” 
 

   The heavy weight boxer Mohammed Ali took a lot of heat when after winning a fight, 

      he would raise his hand in the air and yell out, “I am  the greatest” … a lot of people 

         didn’t like that, but deep inside, I believe we all want to feel some sense of greatness. 
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What Jesus’ disciples 
 

   teach us today is that this quest for greatness is alive and well in the church and among 
 

      church people.  

 

   The disciples were having  screen 5 

      a debate (an argument is the way it’s referred to in the reading today) about which one of  

         them was the greatest (Mark 9:34). 

 

   Of course, they like us, wanted to exemplify 

      modesty & humility (especially before Jesus) … and so, when Jesus asked them what it was  

         they were discussing – they didn’t answer … I think they were embarrassed. 

 

   I think they were having a Mohammed Ali style slugfest, though,  

      amongst themselves as to “who was the greatest” … they were going at it “full tilt”  

         in exercising that human desire to be known and seen as “great” in some way. 

 

You see, when Jesus sent them out to do ministry they were able to cast out demons and  
 

   heal the sick (we are told in the 6
th

 chapter of Mark) … I suspect, each wanted to be known  
 

      and seen as being the best at all of that – it would mean they had more faith,  

                                                                                                believed more earnestly, and  



                                                                                                would be seen as great by many.  

 

              The same thing plays out in churches all the time. 
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   I’ve known many-a church person who loves the attention & having the image  

      of being a person of  “great faith”. 
 

   I’ve known many-a-church person who loves the adulation & having the image  

      of being one who is the “humblest of servants”. 
 

   I’ve known many-a-church person who loves the adoration & having the image 
      of being one who’s sacrifice for the church & for God is admired & spoken of often by others. 
 

   I’ve known many-a-church person who loves the designation & having the image of being a  

      great leader in the congregation. 

 

This  human desire to be seen as “great” in some way 
 

   even creeps into our trying to live honest lives of faith and faithfulness ... if it happened 
 

      to the disciples, it can happen to us too.   
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Does this mean our motivation is all warped & misguided … NOT AT ALL. 
 

                   Our human quest for greatness (however we define it for ourselves)  

                     can surface (unbeknown to us) even amid the sincere and honest  

                                      desire to do the ministry God calls us to do. 
 

                                                       OR TO PUT IT 

                                                     ANOTHER WAY  
 

                      Our desire to do honest & faithful ministry … ministry 

                         to which Jesus calls us can become all tangled-up with  

                            self-seeking motivations to be seen as a “great”  

                               faithful person, even if only to ourselves.  
 

                 I see it all the time … I see it in me. 
 
For pastors … Filling the pews 



                Increasing the membership 

     screen 7           Having a solid and growing financial ministry  

                        Being seen as good at preaching 

                        Being seen as good at pastoral care 

                        Being seen as good with the youth,  

                                               good with the elderly,  

                                               good with those having a crisis … even being seen at being good  

                                                                                                       at half of those things …means,  

                                                                                                       not only to your parishioners, but 

                                                                                                       to your fellow pastors that you’re a  

                                                                                                                    “good” pastor. 

 

            And the difference between good & great is about that much 

                                                       (Show about a half inch between thumb and forefinger) 
 

And we pastors want to be good  

 

   at those things, because being good at those things serves God and it serves those for whom   

 

      we are called to be their pastor. 

 
   But trust me; it’s a task, an internal battle … to keep the desire for some form of greatness 

                                                                           at bay – being called by God to serve is not 

                                                                           to build-up ourselves, but to build up and care  

                                                                           for the hurting, the marginalized, or anyone in need. 
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People who are seen as great in some way, 

 

   get privileges, 

   they are honored, and  

   they are revered ,                                                                                               screen 8 

   they get special service, special seats, and special attention ... but Jesus says 

 (and you  

 



      probably have heard the line before) – Whoever wants to be first (that is, whoever wants to be great)  

                                                                                       must be last of all and servant of all.    
 

For us who are people  

 

   of faith trying to live in the way of Jesus ... it’s not about our greatness or anyone else’s, it’s  
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      about participating in the GREATNESS OF JESUS … the GREATNESS OF JESUS 

the 

GREATNESS
of Jesus  

 

   That greatness of compassion that always moves to action on behalf of the hurting; 

   That greatness of seeking out the marginalized,  

                                                         the forgotten, 

                                                         the despised ... to assure them of God’s love by lifting 

                                                                                  them up in some way & giving them dignity. 

   That greatness of doing the right thing 

       because God demands it ... not because it scores political points 

                                                                          creates a good perception, or 

                                                                          confers upon one the designation of hero. 

 

   That greatness of non-judgment, acceptance, and living by example to show a better way; 

   That greatness of turning the other cheek, 

   That greatness of giving with no expectation of being repaid, 

   That greatness of being “poured out” trusting God will always fill us “back-up” 

   That greatness of being willing to sacrifice for the sake of another’s healing and well-being, 

   That greatness of walking with God in such a way so that something of your life becomes like  

      a pane of glass through which another can see and connect with God ... even if just for a  

                                                                                                                               moment. 

 

Participating in the greatness of Jesus does not confer upon you  special treatment and  

 

   privileges  ... even if we can participate in just a “speck” of Jesus’ greatness, we are on the  

 

      way to living out our true calling and purpose in life as people created in the image of God.  

 

                                                                    AMEN! 

 


